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Almost all nonbinary codes were designed for the Hamming metric. The 
Lee metric was defined by Lee in t958. Golomb and Welch (1968) and Berle- 
kamp (1968) have designed codes for the Lee metric. In this paper, we derive 
all the discrete, memoryless, ymmetric channels matched to the Lee metric, 
and investigate general properties of Lee metric block codes. Finally, a class 
of cyclic Lee metric codes is defined and the number of information symbols 
is discussed. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Almost all nonbinary codes in coding theory were designed for the Hamming 
metric. Hamming metric codes are ideal codes for the balanced channel 
(Helstrom, 1961) in which probabilities of error for all symbols are equal. 
Ulrich (1957) considered codes which can correct a ~- 1 or --1 error in a 
codeword. Lee (1958) defined the Lee metric. Later, Prange (1959), Massey 
(1967), Graham and Wyner (1968), Golomb and Welch (1968), Berlekamp 
(1968a, b) and Golomb (1969) have considered this metric. Golomb and 
Welch (1968) and Berlekamp (1968a, b) have designed codes for the Lee 
metric. Massey (1967) defined the notion of a metric matched to a channel and 
included as an example a channel matched to the Lee metric. Graham and 
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Wyner (1968) derived a Plotkin bound for Lee metric codes. Golomb and 
Welch (1968) found a class of single-Lee-error-correcting perfect codes and a 
class of double-Lee-error-correcting perfect codes. Golomb (1969) discussed 
the general error spheres for several possible metrics. Berlekamp (1968a, b) 
derived a class of negacyclic Lee metric codes. 
In Section 2 of this paper, we derive all the discrete, memoryless, ymmetric 
channels matched to the Lee metric. Section 3 treats the information rate of 
optimum Lee metric block codes. An upper bound on the minimum Lee 
distance of a linear code is established. In Section 4, we consider some pro- 
perties of linear Lee metric block codes. In the last section, a class of cyclic 
Lee metric codes is defined by modifying Berlekamp's negacyclic odes. The 
number of information symbols for both cyclic and negacyclic odes is then 
investigated. 
2. LEE METRIC AND CHANNEL MODELS 
The Lee metric was defined by Lee (1958) for the integers mod q and 
vectors over these integers. We represent the integers mod q by 
q -- 1 q --  3 --1, O, 1,..., q --  1 if q is odd, 
2 ' 2 ' ""  2 ' 
q - -2  2 
2 - -1,0,  1,..., q --  q i fq i s  even. 
'"" 2 '2 '  
The Lee weight of an element Ci of the integers mod q is defined as the 
absolute value of Ci, i.e., 
w, . (c3  = I C~ l. 
The Lee weight of a vector is the sum of the Lee weights of its components. 
The Lee distance between any two elements Ci and Cj of the integers mod q is 
the Lee weight of Ci-C ~ rood q. I f  the q elements are drawn on a circle as 
shown in Fig. 1 and if each arc is of Lee distance one, then the Lee distance 
between any two elements is the minimum distance one has to trace on the 
circle from one element o the other. 
The Lee distance between two vectors a and b, pL(a, b), is the sum of the 
Lee distance between their corresponding components a, and b i , 
p~(~,, b) = ~ pL(a,, 63. 
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The problem of choosing a metric for a given channel or finding the 
channels which are matched to a given metric is dependent on the decoding 
scheme. 
0 
-2 q= 8 
4 
FIG. 1. Lee metric for integers mod q, for q = 8. 
DEFINITION 1. A metric and a discrete, memoryless channel are said to 
be matched for maximum likelihood decoding (MLD) if the decoding rule 
"decode the received vector to the nearest (or farthest) codeword" always 
gives a most probable codeword (Massey, 1967). 
We shall also consider the following weakened form of matching. 
DEFINITION 2. A metric and a discrete, memoryless channel are said to be 
matched for bounded discrepancy decoding (BDD) (Wyner, 1965) if the 
decoding rule "decode the received vector to the codeword which is within a 
distance of t or less", where t is an integer smaller than half of the minimum 
distance between all pairs of codewords, gives (whenever a decision has been 
made) a most probable codeword. 
In this paper, we will consider only those channels for which the errors 
are independent of the codeword being transmitted. For such channels, 
Pr(R [ Ci) = Pr(R --  Ci ]0) = Pr(Ei), 
where R is the received vector, C, is a codeword, and Ei is the error vector. 
Then we will show the following two definitions are restatements of 
Definitions 1 and 2, with the additional requirement that the nearest 
codeword be strictly more probable than a codeword farther from the received 
word. 
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DEFINITION 3. A metric and a discrete, memoryless channel are strictly 
matched for MLD if the following is true 1. Let E and E'  be two error vectors, 
W(E) < W(E') iff Pr(E) > Pr(E') 
(Note that Definition 3 implies W(E) = W(E') iff Pr(E) ~ Pr(E').) 
DEFINITION 4. A metric and a discrete, memoryless channel are strictly 
matched for BDD if the following is true: I f  
W(E) ~< t and W(E') >/ t  + 1, then Pr(E) > Pr(E'). 
It is obvious from the definitions that a metric matched to a channel for 
MLD is also matched to the channel for BDD. 
Definition 1 (matching) and Definition 3 (strictly matching) coincide 
except for the trivial channels in which all error patterns have the same 
probability. To show this, note that Definition 1 requires that nearest 
neighbor decoding be maximum likelihood decoding for all block lengths. 
Now suppose that for some block length one can find E and E '  such that 
W(E) < W(E') but Pr(E) = Pr(E'), and suppose there is at least one pair 
of error digits ei and e~. such that Pr(ei) < Pr(e~-). Letting E q be the con- 
catenation of q vectors of E, q being a number greater than W(ei), then 
W(Eq) ~< W(E'q) - -q  
and 
W(e,E~) < q + W(E0 ~< W(E'~) < W(e~E'~), 
where e i is concatenated to E q and e~ to E 'q. But also 
er(e~Eq) < Pr(e,E'q) 
so that the nearest neighbor decoder would not be maximum likelihood. 
Hence W(E) < W(E') must imply Pr(E) > Pr(l~.') if the channel is matched, 
and the converse is trivial. Thus Definitions 1 and 3 are equivalent whenever 
the error digits (including zero) do not all have the same probability. 
THEOREM 1. A discrete, memoryless, symmetric channel as shown in 
Fig. 2 is strictly matched to the Lee metric for MLD iff Pi = Pli/pio -1 and 
Po > Pl" 
1 Note that the Hamming metric is matched to the binary symmetric hannel 
with p = ½ in the sense of Definition 1, but not strictly matched in the sense of 
Definition 3, since the probability of error is the same for all error vectors. 
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M= ; [I 
ix1 = integer part of x 
0 
Prb [ 0) = pi i=o, 1,2, . . . . M 
Pd-ijO) = p. 
1 
i= 1,2, . . . . M 
Pr(i 1 j) = PrOc / 0) where k z i- j mod q 
FIG. 2. Conditional probabilities for a discrete, memoryless, symmetric channel. 
Proof. Let 
L = f i/z, = Lee weight of vector E, 
I=1 
L’ = 5 ihi’ = Lee weight of vector E’ 
24 
where h, (hi’) = number of components of E (E’) which have Lee weight i. 
Then 
Dividing (1) by (2), 
WE) 
EfiF)= 
pf-L 6 (p;-lpi)hi-hi’ = *g-L M 
i=l 
; pp-w = (&)L’-L. 
Pl 
Since p, > p, , 
WE) p. L’-L > 1 ----= - ( 1 WE’) PI 
iff L <L’. 
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To prove the necessity, let 
E, = (1, 1,..., 1, 0,..., 0), WL(E~) = i, 
Ei '  = (i, 0 ..... 0), i = 1, 2,.., M. 
Since WL(Ei) = WL(Ei'), then plip~ -~ = pip~ -1 and Pi = Pli/ pio -1. Also, 
WL(Eo) < WL(E~) implies Po > P~. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. A discrete, memoryless, ymmetric hannel as shown in Fig. 2 
is strictly matched to the Lee metric for BDD with t ~ 1, iff 
Po > Pl > P~ for j -= 2, 3 ..... M. 
Proof. Let E be an error vector of Lee weight one, and let E '  be an error 
vector of Lee weight greater than one. Then 
Pr(E) P~-aPl 
Pr(E') M • 
i= l  
= po~'~°l~"-~pl -"' ~I p~" 
i=2 
_ ipo/ l'-  (pol  
I f  h 1' v 6 0, then Pr(E)/Pr(E') > 1. I f  h 1' = 0, but h s' =/= 0 for some j > 1, 
then 
Pr(E) _ (p~(po ~; ~ (Po ~ 
Pr(E') \ Po !"  P~ ! i=2 \P-~-" ! 
i4: j  
>1.  
To prove the necessity, let 
E1 = (1, 0,. . . ,  0), 
n~ = (j ,  O ..... 0), 
E~' = (1, 1, 0 ..... 0), 
j - -~2 ,3  ..... M, 
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then 
Pr(Ez) > Pr(E~') implies Po > Pz, 
Pr(E1) > Pr(E,) implies Pl > P~'. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. A memoryless channel as shown in Fig. 2 is strictly matched 
to the Lee metric for BDD with t = 2, iff the following are true: 
(i) Po >P l  > P2 >PJ ' ,  
(ii) pz 2 > PsPo, f°r J  = 3, 4 ..... M, and 
(iii) P2 > Pla/Po ~. 
The proof is parallel to that for Theorem 2 and is omitted. 
3. THE INFORMATION RATE OF OPTIMUM LEE METRIC CODES 
There are four known bounds on the minimum Lee distance of block 
codes. These four bounds are true for both linear and nonlinear block codes. 
We will derive a fifth bound for linear block codes. 
The Hamming and Gilbert Bounds 
Let the volume of a sphere of radius (in Lee metric) r in a n-dimensional 
vector space be --rVIn)" Let d L be the minimum Lee distance of a code of length n 
and rate R, and let t be the greatest integer such that t <~ (d L -- 1)/2. Then 
q"RV~n) <~ q~ or V~) ~< q~(l-R) (Hamming Bound). 
Given n and R, there is at least one code such that its minimum Lee 
distance dL satisfies 
V(~) > q~(l-m (Gilbert Bound). 
gL 
Codes are said to be closed-packed or perfect if they satisfy the Hamming 
bound with equality. 
The volume V(~ *~ can be calculated as follows: Let A~ n) be the surface area 
of a sphere of radius i and let A<~)(z) = ~.i A~ ~lzi be a generating function. 
Then 
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Since the Lee distance is additive over the n coordinates, the generating 
function A(n)(z) is multiplicative over these coordinates (see Berlekamp, 
1968b, p. 298), and A(')(z) = (Aa)(z)) '~. Thus, 
l(1 + 2z + 2z 2 + "'" + 2z(q-1)/2) ~ 
A(~)(z) = (1 + 2z + 2z 2 + "'" + zq/~) ~ 
if q is odd 
if q is even (4) 
From Eqs. (3) and (4), one can find the value for -rV(n)" For example, 
VI ~) = 1 q -2n  for any q~>3,  V~ ~) = 1 q -2n  ~ for q=3,  and V~ n) = 
1 q -nq-2n  2forq=4andV~ ~) = lq -2nq-2n  2 for any q ~> 5, etc. 
Plotkin's Low-rate Average Distance Bound 
This bound was obtained by Graham and Wyner (1968), based upon the 
fact that the minimum distance between any pair of codewords in a code 
cannot exceed the average distance between all pairs of distinct codewords. 
The result is dL <~ nD/(1 -- K- l) ,  where K is the number of codewords in the 
code and D is the average Lee weight of the integers mod q, and is given by 
q2  1 
4q if q is odd 
q if q is even. 
4 
(5) 
The Elias Bound 
This bound was obtained by combining the Hamming bound and the 
average distance bound. According to Lemmas 13-61 and 13-62 of Berlekamp 
(1968b), given any integer t and a code of length n and rate R, 
there exists a critical sphere of radius t which includes K codewords, where 
K = V~)/q n(1-m. By suitable translation of the code, this critical sphere 
may be centered at 0. Then each codeword of the critical sphere has weight 
smaller than or equal to t. The Elias bound says that for 0 ~ t ~/gn ,  the 
minimum distance 
t t (1-K 2- .D)' (6) 
where K is the least integer not less than V (~)j-~(1-R) and t should be chosen 1~/ 
in such a way as to minimize the right side of inequality (6). 
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An Upper Bound on dL for Linear Codes 
THEOREM 4. 
d L is bound from above as follows: 
l q? (n - -k+l )  
dL ~< \ ~9. 
P~oof. 
For any (n, k) linear Lee metric code, the minimum distance 
if q is odd 
if q is even. 
(7) 
Let the parity-check matrix of an (n, k) code be H, which has 
n columns and n -  k linear independent rows. We annex to this matrix 
k --  1 additional rows, each of which is an n-dimensional unit vector, such 
that the new matrix has rank n --  1. This new matrix is the parity-check 
matrix of a subcode of the original code. This subcode consists of q codewords 
which have zeros in a specified set of k - -  1 positions. Applying Plotkin's 
average distance bound to this subcode, and from the property that the 
minimum distance dL of a code is smaller or equal to the minimum distance 
of its subcode, we have 
.D(n- -k  + 1) 
dL~< 
1 - -  1/q 
The theorem is proved by substituting D with values given by (5). Q.E.D. 
For any prime p, the code generated by 
G = (1, 2, 3,..., p - -1  p - -1  - -2 , - -1 )  
2 ' 2 .... ' 
is an equidistant code in the Lee metric. These codes satisfy (7) with equality. 
Another example is the (4.2) code over GF(5), generated by 
1 0) 
G = 0 - -2 --1 1 " 
The minimum Lee distance of this code is equal to 4, which is the greatest 
integer satisfying the bound given by (7). 
4.  SOME PROPERTIES OF LINEAR LEE METRIC CODES 
The minimum Lee distance of a code is defined as the minimum Lee distance 
between all pairs of codewords. For linear codes, the difference of any two 
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codewords is also a codeword. Thus, the minimum Lee distance of a linear 
code is equal to the minimum Lee weight of its nonzero codewords. 
The minimum Lee distance of a code is greater than or equal to the 
minimum Hamming distance of the same code, and smaller than or equal to 
the Lee distance between the two codewords which define the minimum 
Hamming distance. Thus, 
where [x] is the greatest integer smaller than or equal to xo 
A eoset leader for a linear code is defined as a vector of minimum Lee weight 
in a coset. For a linear code with block length n and minimum Lee distance 
dL, any n-tuple of Lee weight smaller than or equal to [(d L --  1)/2] is the 
unique coset leader in its coset. 
A vector v is called an immediate d scendant of u, if v can be obtained from 
u by changing one nonzero element, say u~, to u~ -- 1 if ui > 0 and to 
ui + 1 if ui < 0. v is called a descendant of u, if v can be obtained from u by 
forming successive immediate descendants. It can be shown that if u is a 
coset leader, then all its descendants are coset leaders. 
An interleaved code has the same minimum Lee distance as the basic 
code. The minimum Lee distance of a direct product code (for definition, 
see Berlekamp, 1968b, p. 338) can be bounded as follows. Let dL and dn be 
the minimum Lee distance and the minimum Hamming distance of the 
direct product code, respectively. The product code is formed from two codes, 
one has minimum distances dL1 and dnl and the other has dr2 and dn2. 
Then it is easily seen that 
max(dHflL1; dmdL2) <~ dL ~ dLldL2. 
Since d H = dmdH2 and from inequality (8), 
maX(dHflL1; 
5. CODES FOR MEMORYLESS LEE METRIC CHANNELS 
Golomb and Welch (1968) showed that for every positive integer t, there is 
a closed-packed t-Lee-error-correcting code of block length 2, over the 
alphabet of integers mod q, q = 2t 2 q- 2t + 1. Berlekamp (1968b) has 
found a class of such codes. Golomb and Welch (1968) conjectured that no 
perfect Lee-error-correcting codes exist with t > l, n > 2, and q > 3. 
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Berlekamp (1968a, b) has found a class of negacyclic t-Lee-error-correcting 
codes over GF(p),  for any t smaller than or equal to (p --  1)/2. The negacyclic 
code exists for any block length n of the form n = (p~ --  1)/2~, where m 
and h are integers. Let a be a primitive element of GF(p  ~) and let fi = as. 
Then the negacyclic t-Lee-error-correcting code is generated by the generator 
polynomial which has fi, [33,..., fi2~-1 as the roots. 
A class of cyclic Berlehamp Lee metric codes exist for odd n of the form 
n = (p~*-- 1)/2. 
THEOREM 5. For odd i1, the p-ary code, with p > 2, generated by the poly- 
nomial which has y, ya,..., y2~-1 as roots, y = ~21 and t <~ (p -- 1)/2, is a 
cyclic t-Lee-Error-correcting code. 
Proof. The proof is similiar to that for the negacyclic codes given by 
Berlekamp (1968b, Theorem 9.34). We have to show only that ±y ,  ±y2, 
_¢_ya,..., 4 -yu= 4-1 are distinct error locators. 7, ),2,..., y~ are distinct 
elements of GF(p~). Since n is odd, --1 cannot be expressed as a power 
of y. Thus, --y~ @ yJ for all i, j. The code is cyclic, because (y*)~ = 1 for 
i = 1, 2, 3,..., 2t - -  1. Q.E.D. 
Table I shows some of the codes promised by theorem 5. 
The above cyclic and negacyclic odes will be said to be primitive if h = 1. 
EXAMPLE. A (15, 10) cyclic triple-Lee-error-correcting code over GF(11) 
has the following parity-check matrix and generator polynomial. 
H= 
] c~S C~ 16 c~24 c~ 82 C~ 40 C~ 48 C~ 56 C~ 64 c¢72 c~80 C~88 C~ 96 C~I04 c~ll2\ 
~24 0~48 C~72 (~96 l ~24 C~48 C~72 ~96 l ~24 C~48 cg72 c~96 1 
cO o c~ 8° 1 ~4o 18o 1 o~ ° c~ s° 1 ~4o c~8o 1 cd ° o~ s° ]  
i - -2  --3 0 4 - -5 0 3 --1 0 5 2 
1 2 - -2  - -2  - -4  4 4 - -3  3 3 - -5  
= --2 4 3 5 1 - -2 4 3 5 1 - -2 
- -5 5 0 - -5  5 0 - -5  5 0 - -5  5 
- -4 3 1 - -4 3 1 - -4 3 1 - -4 3 
o1_;) 
5 5 - -  
4 3 5 , 
0 - -5  
1 - -4  
where a a - -  3c~ --  3 = O, 
g(x) = (x, + 4~ + 5)(x + 2)(~ +.  + 1) 
= x ~-  4x  4 -  2x 3 -  4x ~ + x - -  1. 
643/ I9 /2 -6  
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TABLE I 
Some of the Cyclic Codes Promised by Theorem 5 
Error correction 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
m (n = p~ - 1)/2 r (redundancy) 
2 4 3 2 
3 2 31 3 6 
4 8 39 4 8 
5 2 781 5 10 
1 1 3 1 2 3 
3 1 171 3 6 9 
3 3 57 3 6 9 
4 16 75 4 8 12 
11 1 1 5 1 2 3 4 5 
2 4 15" 2 3 5 7 8 
3 1 665 3 6 9 12 15 
3 5 133 3 6 9 12 15 
13 2 8 21 a 2 4 6 7 9 11 
3 2 549 3 6 9 12 15 18 
19 1 1 9 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 4 45 ~ 2 4 5 7 9 11 13 14 16 
3 1 3429 3 6 9 12 15 18 21 24 27 
Good nonprimitive codes. 
Number of Information Symbols in Berlehamp Lee Metric Codes 
For  a cyclic or negacycl ic Ber lekamp code, w i th  block length n = (pro_ 1)/2h 
and designed min imum Lee distance 2t + 1, the  number  of in format ion 
symbols  is greater than  or equal to n - -  rot. We will show that  for pr imit ive 
codes the number  of in format ion symbols  is exactly n --  mr. 
THEOREM 6. If ~ is a primitive element of GF(pm),  then the minimal 
polynomials of% e~2,..., c~ -1 are distinct and each has degree m. 
Proof. We will first show that  the min imal  polynomials  are distinct. 
Le t  Mr(x ) be the min imal  po lynomial  of ~i. Assume j @ i and a i is a root of 
M,(x). Since any root of M,(x) can be put  in the fo rm of ~i~', 0 ~ r < m, 
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we have ~J = a i'~ and ip r =--j mod(p ~ --  1). But ip ~ and j  are nonzero and 
smaller than p% so that we have ip ~ = j which can be true iff r = 0 and 
i = j. Thus, we have a contradiction. 
To show that each minimal polynomial is of degree m, let deg[Mi(x)] = si .  
Then si divides m and we let m = asi. Since a *('~*-1) = 1 and is of order 
p~ -- 1, then p~ -- 1 divides i (p  ~ - -  1). Thus, 
i (p"  - -  l) <p( -P~' - - I  
i (p  ~ - -  1) _ integer --  P~* 1 1)" 
p~ - -  1 __ \ pas~ 
It can be true only for a = 1, since the right side is less than 1 for a ~ 2. 
Q.E.D. 
The above theorem shows that Ml(x) ,  M2(x),..., and M2t_l(x) are distinct 
polynomials and are of degree m, for t ~ (p --  1)/2. Thus, the number of 
information symbols in a primitive negacyclic Berlekamp code is exactly 
n - -  mt. 
Similarly, we can show that the following theorem is true. The proof is 
omitted. 
THEOREM 7. I f  ~ is a primitive element of GF(p~), and i f  p ~ - -  1 is not 
divisible by 4, then the minimal polynomials of a ~, a ~ ..... ~2(~-1) are distinct and 
have degree m. 
From Theorem 7, we know that the number of information symbols in a 
primitive cyclic Berlekamp code is also exactly n - -  mt. 
The exact number of information symbols in a nonprimitive code is not 
known. However, the following theorem and corollary are of help in estimating 
the number of information symbols. 
THEOREM 8. Let Mi(x)  be the minimal polynomial of cJ, where c~ is a 
primitive element of GF(p~). I f  s is an integer which divides m, then 
M(~m_l/~s_l)~(x) has degree smaller than or equal to s for any integer k. 
Proof. Let c = (p~- -1 ) / (p  ~-  1). The polynomial Me~(x) has a ~, 
atoP,..., a ekes, ack~S+l,.., as roots, But 
Ofik:P s ~ (XCk(~°s--1)o~cl¢ 
= (Xk(~om--1/~os--1)(~)s--1)(XCk 
(XC It" 
implies that the polynomial Me~(x) has at most s roots. Q.E.D. 
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COROLLARY. The polynomial M(~0+l)k(X ) has degree one for any positive 
integer k. 
Proof. In Theorem 8, let m = 2 and s = 1; then the corollary follows 
from the theorem. 
From the above corollary, we know that for m = 2 there may exist some 
nonprimitive Berlekamp codes which have more than n -  2t information 
symbols. In Table I, such codes are marked by the superscript a. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
A necessary and sufficient condition has been established for a symmetric, 
memoryless channel to be matched to the Lee metric. This channel model 
can be used in evaluating the performance of a Lee metric code, and in 
practice it can be used in determining the modulation schemes for which 
Lee metric codes are better suited than the codes designed in other metrices 
such as the Hamming metric. 
The bounds and properties of codes included in this paper are applicable 
to general linear Lee metric codes (group codes). The cyclic and negacyclic 
codes described in this paper were all defined over GF(p) ,  and the removal of 
this restriction could lead to other useful results. 
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